Hospitality Solutions
Better operational productivity and personnel safety
Improve the satisfaction of your customers by optimizing your operations and bottom line. TABLETmedia’s products
target critical operational aspects of your organization and add more value to the capital expenditure of your
MOTOTRBO radio communication equipment.

2-way radios provide efficient real-time voice
communications between your teams. Coupled with
TABLETmedia’s applications, you can take them to the
next level by adding the quantifiable value of data
services for guest management and alarm notifications.

They also improve the safety of your personnel by
enabling emergency notifications with indoor location.
Being able to track when and where an employee needs
help has recently become a requirement in properties
all across the country from Seattle to New York City.

JOB TICKETS

ALARM NOTIFICATIONS

Use radios to handle tickets from your guest

Receive text messages with audible tones and vibrate

management solution faster than on any other device

alerts which can be read multiple times.



HotSOS, SynergyMMS, Starguest, Guestware,



HotelExpert, iTendant, HotelSystemsPro, etc.


Pool radios with user sign-in: in case of failure or

Alerts from fire and security alarms, fire door
open, elevators, HVAC, service buttons, etc.



loss just get the next available device.

Dispatch the alert to distribution lists that include
groups and individuals, smartphones, desks.

REAL-TIME INDOOR LOCATION

PHONE INTERCONNECT

Using Apple’s technology, deploy iBeacons in critical

Make and receive telephone calls from radios

location across the property.


Get text alerts on employee emergency with last



Reach groups or individual radios.



During an emergency, call in to reach all radios,

known location.

manually dial 911 from radio and automatically



See a real-time log of employee locations.

dial 911 with pre-recorded voice message



Run historical reports on the employee
whereabouts or traffic through a location.



Intuitive operation with voice prompts, ringing
with caller-ID and; address book.

TABLETmedia

Simplify your deployment while making it more affordable: one single gateway server is capable of multiple
functionality. It communicates to the radios via the IP network or a dedicated mobile radio.

HotSOS

Indoor tracking

Phone System

Alarms

UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
We understand the critical requirements of your business and
we have grown by listening and appreciating your trust.
We can only make great products if they need no support or
when needed we are there to promptly help you. Since 2001
we have provided device manufacturers and end-customers
best-in-class prompt and full hands-on support.
All of our products are developed by us, right here in the USA.
They are tightly integrated and modular to scale seamlessly
and meet your requirements now and in the future.
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